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Listening
into the cold, white
silence of winter, we
step outside of time to
HEAR the wisdom of
the old ones.
Turning within to rest,
we come again to
EARTH,
to the bone and ground
of our being.
Practicing the ART
of invisibility, we are
fully seen by becoming
transparent.
Arising
in the North,
where life gives way
to death and renewal
promises possibility,
our HEARTS open.
Anne Lohr contributed the smiling snow
face that adorns our cover.
Big thanks to the many contributors
who helped make four beautiful Hearth
Letters in 2012. Your poems, stories and
photographs connect us at the heart. In
this issue, we appreciate writers Lori,
Madrone, Vajra, Suzanne, Raven, Kelly,
Kristina, Aspen, Amy, Aubrey, Sharma,
Erin and Marsha; and photographers
Anne, Amy, Kelly, Genai, Jim, Madrone,
Sharma, Flagstaff Hoop, Drai, Marsha,
Aubrey, Raven, Christine and Kristina.
Special thanks to Maraiah Lynn Nadeau
for her proofreading assistance.

2012 Gratitudes
If the only Prayer
that you say in your Life
is Thank You,
that would Suffice.

			

--- Meister Eckhart

What We Do In One Year . . .

Summer Solstice Ceremony & Celebration • Spirit Canoe
Opening The Door Wider Ceremony & Celebration
Spiral Dance Altar • Annual Meeting
Long Dance Community Weaving • Mentoring
Red Lodge Website • Hearth Letter
Email Announcements • WWRL Facebook (worldwide fans!)
Women’s Hoops in WA, AZ & VT • Leadership Hoop
OlyWA Women’s Drum Circle • Vashon Drum Circle
Code Purple Prayer Circle • 13 Moons Journey Sponsor
Imbolc Sweatlodge • Giving Thanks Sweatlodge
Wednesday Night Community Sweatlodge
Sweatlodge Work Parties
Drumming for Global Intentions • Hestia
Retreat • Low Tide Celebration • Soul Fire • Croning Ceremony
Regional Medicine Wheel at Equinox & Solstice
Service Projects: Cepacet • Sahayatri • Kiva
Fall Member/Fund Drive • Thanking Donors
Independent Contractor • Greeting New & Renewing Members
• Lodgekeeper Circle Tending the Hearth •
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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. . .as Agents of Change
2012 Lodge Sisters
Sage Abella
Aubrey Armes
Kelly Brehan
*Sheila Brown
*Tone Butler
Cynthia Cameli
*Rachel Cargill
Marsha Cook
Nan Draper
*Michelle Elekonich
Debbie Fank
Pat Flood

*Kathy Gallagher
Water Greer
GinaMarie Harris
Jodine Hatfield
Peg Hopkins
Christian Kolesar
Lori Kramer
Barbara Krulich
*Lani Ladbon
Susan Landau
Nancy Lieurance
Madrone

* New in 2012
Erin McCusker
Patricia Menzies
*Mary Mitchell
Leslie Kay Norman
Maureen Oar
Alex Peterson
Michele Podesto
*Grace Ramirez
Paula Rathbun
Connor Sauer
Mary G.L. Shackelford
G’mother Snakeroot

2012 Support Circle
Brittany Austin
Kevin Austin
Nikki Baldwin
Sarah Leah Blum
Jim Burke
*Melissa Cacialli
*Janice Carol
*Rebecca Christ
*Victoria Clayton
*Joanne Cook
Bobbi Edwards

*Nancy Eister
*Rebecca Graves
*Beth Hesketh
Christiann Howard
Richard Jones
Erika Kessenich
*Rhonda Korol
Suzanne Lichau
*Jessica Lisovsky
Sandra Locklear
*Nancy May

Grandma Billie SockWomyn
*Christine Stevens
Cathie Stone
Polly Kay Taylor
* Margaret Theisen
Kendra Thornbury
Drai Turner
Kristina Turner
Jade Weinbrecht
Sharma Whitchurch
Kelly Ziniewicz
Patricia Lydia Zukas

* New in 2012

Nancy McLaughlin
Marianne MeierGrasselli
*Missy Milne
Julia Bearheart
Moore
*Amy Morrison
Maraiah Lynn Nadeau
*Marion Neely
Kim Orte
*Susan Pitiger

*Karen Remington
Robin Rogers
Ruth Raven Rogers
Terez Storm
Melvin Swegle
Pam Tillson
*Marianne Twyman
*Robin Wedemeyer
Amy Wolff
*Cynthia Zantz

Circle of Alliances
WALK IN BEAUTY
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Share Praise and Appreciation
for The Ways We Show Up
in Gratitude for Collaboration, Creativity, Commitment and Community

Woman’s Way Red Lodge Income

(Year-to-date figures; not final)

Membership				$3415
General Donations			
$5364
Leadership Fund Donations $ 250
Service Project Donations
$1275
Hoops					$ 591
Drum Circles				
$ 129
Sweatlodges				
$ 265

2012 WWRL Donors
Joe Allison
Tonia Arehart
Aubrey Armes
Nikki Baldwin
Julia BearHear Moore
Sarah Blum
Gloria Bradford
Pam Bredouw
Kelly Brehan
BrookRain
Sheila Brown
Jim Burke
Burton Hill Lodge
Cynthia Cameli
Rachel Cargill
Genai Carol
Leslie Chertok
Ann Chew
Rebecca Cobb
Joanne Cook
Marsha Cook

Nan Draper
Nancy Eister
Michelle Elekonich
Debbie Fank
Kim Farrell
Austen Freeda
Julie Furmidge
Chris Graham
Water Greer
Joan Hanna
Paula Hendricks
Peg Hopkins
Richard Jones
Lori Kramer
Barbara Krulich
Larry Lawson
Jessica Lisovsky
Sandra Locklear
Woman’s Way Long
Dance
Nancy May

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Amy Morrison
Kelly Noel Morrison
Maureen Oar/Yogaloft
Olympia Hoop
Kim Orte
Susan Pitiger
Paula Rathbun
Melisse Reichman
Robin and Yosi
Ruth Raven Rogers
Weslie Rogers
Resha Sabre
Connor Sauer
Preston Shackelford
Mary G.L. Shackelford
Elena St. Pierre
Christine Stevens
Aspen Stone
Polly Kay Taylor
Margaret Theisen

							

13 Moons Journey
Kendra Thornbury
Pam Tillson
Drai Turner
Kristina Turner
Joan Valles
Emily Vogt
Jade Weinbrecht
Sharma Whitchurch
Amy Wolff
Cynthia Zantz
Kelly Ziniewicz
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Thank You!
Your vision, devotion,
time, energy & contributions
create real change.
Together, our love nurtures the
Circle of Life.

I would maintain that Thanks
are the highest form of thought; and
that Gratitude is happiness
doubled by wonder.

						
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Honoring Aubrey for her service

by Aspen
ntroduced to Woman’s Way Red Lodge as a new Long Dance Sister
in 2010, Aubrey stepped right into service at the Red Lodge Hearth
the following year after becoming a member only two months earlier.
Her commitment to the Hearth has been steadfast and honest; she has
shared openly how Red Lodge and Long Dance enliven her and create
deep personal connections that bleed into all areas of her life. I have
seen the joy Aubrey experiences when she carries these connections
into her professional life –showing how when we live authentically,
bringing our whole selves to all we do, it affects everyone that we
encounter in a profound way. For me personally, Aubrey has modelled
how to show up as all of who you are and with all that you can do,
with no apologies or expectations. To the Hearth of Red Lodge, Aubrey
has brought a balance of reason and clairvoyance. She has shared important contributions from her work in
Human Resources, while at times being a patient observer, watching and reminding us to breathe, listen and
check in with where we are in our hearts. In 2013, Aubrey is stepping away from the Hearth, but affirming
that she intends to continue her service to Red Lodge as an active member. All of us in Red Lodge, especially
we who have served as Lodgekeeper sidebys with her, offer up immense gratitude to Aubrey for her service
to the Red Lodge community and for her contagious passion in carrying Red Lodge into the world.

I

Thank You, Aubrey. Much love and many blessings to you in what is yet to come!

Heartfelt appreciation to all Red Lodge volunteers!
Angels of service who step in to ask, “What can I do?” — we see and love you! Angels who say yes when
asked to plan and lead ceremonies, reach out to invite people to events, organize carpooling, decorate,
host, offer lodging or clean-up — you are awesome! Angels who edit, proofread, update the website,
welcome new members, address envelopes, take photos, write articles, make gifts, take meeting notes
— we sing your praises! Angels who prepare the land, drum for ceremony, rebuild the sweatlodge, chop
wood, gather river stones, make soup, build fires, make music, create Silent Auction items and much,
much more — thank you one and all! Red Lodge HUMS with the music of our hearts and hands united.
Thank you, each and every one of you! Together we make magic.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Yearning
Hoop
in Your
Community?
Yearningfor
forWomen’s
Women’s Hoop
in Your
Community?
Join in a supportive group call for all women interested in starting or continuing hoops in the
Red
Lodge
members,
you’d
love
to receive
our FREE
getting-started
coming
year.
Contact
us, and ifwe’ll
send
dialing
instructions.
Red Lodge
members: click here
ebook:
Weaving
the
Hoop
Handbook
,
click
here.
Not
yet
a
member?
to receive your FREE getting-started ebook, Weaving the Hoop Handbook. Not yet a member?
join
Red Lodge.
Here’sHere’s
how tohow
jointo
Red
Lodge.
We’ll also send the
call-in # so
youLodge
can joinHoops
in a supportive
group call for all
Weaving
Red
in 2013
women interested in starting or continuing hoops in the coming year:

FREE Conference Call
THURSDAY,
JANUARY
24,in5 2013
PM PST
Weaving Red
Lodge Hoops

FREE Conference Call
Throughout 2013,THURSDAY,
we look forward
to sharing lively
for hoopTime
facilitators and other
2013,support
5 PM Pacific
JANUARY
24th,mutual
women stepping into WWRL leadership on our new, monthly Red Lodge Leadership Hoop calls.

Throughout 2013, we look forward to sharing lively mutual support for hoop
facilitators and other women stepping into WWRL leadership on our new,
monthly Red Lodge Leadership Hoop calls.

Save the Date for Imbolc Lodge

Saturday, February 2
or Sunday February 3

(exact date to be determined)

Burton Hill Lodge
Open to all women.
Contact sweatlodge@wwrl.org
for more information.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Film
screenings:

The Red Tent and Birth Story come to Vashon

T

his winter, Red Lodge is very proud to present a two-part documentary
film series on Vashon Island at the local movie theatre. Tuesday, February
5, we are screening Things We Don’t Talk About: Women’s Stories from the
Red Tent, a 2012 documentary by Isadora Gabrielle Leidenfrost, PhD. The film
documents the things women hide, what brings them pain and joy; for many
women, the red tent is a place to be honest for the first time in their lives.
Things We Don’t Talk About seeks to humanize their stories in the red tent—to
put a face on the space—and share an inside view into healing women’s circles
that are happening nationwide. This film is for mature audiences.
The following month, Tuesday, March 5, WWRL presents Birth Story: Ina May
Gaskin and the Farm Midwives. Forty years ago Ina May led the charge away
from isolated hospital birthing rooms, where husbands were not allowed
and mandatory forceps deliveries were the norm. Today, as nearly one third
of all US babies are born via C-section, she fights to preserve her community’s hard-won knowledge. With incredible access to the midwives’ archival
video collection, the film not only captures the unique sisterhood at The
Farm Clinic–from its heyday into the present–but shows childbirth the way
most people have never seen it–unadorned, unabashed, and awe-inspiring.
Directed by Sara Lamm and Mary Wigmore, this documentary was an audience award winner at the 2012 LA Film Festival.
Each film begins at 6 PM at Vashon Theatre, 17723 Vashon Highway SW,
Vashon Island. Tickets are available at the door, $5-$10 by donation, payable
by check or cash. The screenings are co-sponsored by Vashon Theatre and
Island GreenTech. Contact Amy for more information.
The Friday following each screening, February 8 and March 8, at 7 PM, the
Vashon Drum Circle will host drumming and story sharing at Vashon Intuitive Arts, 17331 Vashon Highway SW.
Film viewers are welcome to voice their thoughts of the film and relate personal stories, while drumming on
Buffalo Heart and creating healing energy together.

Tuesday, February 5, 6 PM
Things We Don’t Talk About: Women’s Stories from the Red Tent
Tuesday, March 5, 6 PM
Birth Story, Ina May Gaskin and the Farm Midwives
Vashon Theatre, 17723 Vashon Highway SW, Vashon Island
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Moonlodge dreamin’

by Mary G.L. Shackelford

Membership, leadership and gender

by Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair

A

s a young woman, I came to Vashon Island from far away and in the late 70’s began to make my way as
a mother, writer, community leader and wife. It was often a very lonely, rocky road. The Vashon Moonlodge offered rest, renewal, sister connection and a doorway into woman’s way. This year, I began leading
our small band of Lodgekeepers to the Moonlodge during Red Lodge board meetings. And when I prepared
to offer Maiden Ceremony and Moonlodge Purification at Long Dance, I was reminded of the important
long-ago support I received. I resolved to create a Moonlodge at Burton Hill. The evening before Giving
Thanks Lodge, we made a blood mysteries offering, buried a community prayer bundle and arranged the
wombfire rocks to sow the seed for Moonlodge. The day after our Red Lodge Annual Meeting, we drove
deep into Oregon and brought home a 16’ yurt. Contact me to help bring this dream to ground.

C

hristian Kolesar, a young man who with Madrone created a Red Lodge altar at Starhawk’s Reclaiming
Spiral Dance in October, recently upgraded his membership to Lodge Sister. When he went to renew,
Christian felt the Lodge Sister description reflects how he relates to Red Lodge. In Red Lodge bylaws,
membership is not gender specific, but our leadership agreements require board members to be Lodge
Sisters and women. “Enlivening the sacred feminine” in our communities is not gender-specific; our
desire is to share our ways out into the world. We are grateful for the participation and support of men,
including those who have been quietly active in leadership roles. We appreciate that Red Lodge events attract men, women and people with diverse gender identification, including transgendered individuals. We
also know the healing benefit of events specifically for women born women, and we regularly offer such
opportunities. The specific issue of board leadership of Woman’s Way Red Lodge is a continuing conversation. With the planting of this new seed, we Lodgekeepers will be initiating a process in the New Year to
invite our members into an open-hearted discussion of our membership structure and leadership guidelines. The voices of our members are important; please look for informationand plan to participate.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Opening the Door Wider
Participation in Red Lodge pours in! Your energy
by Aspen
propels Red Lodge into 2013 . . .

O

n behalf of our Lodgekeeper Circle at the Hearth of Red Lodge, I would like to express our immense gratitude
for the love and support that has poured from our community since we ‘Opened the Door Wider’ to launch
the 2012 Member and Fund Drive. Our membership is thriving! We have received over 50 membership renewals/
new members since October 1, including men and women from across the United States and one woman from
Switzerland! The arms of Red Lodge are indeed stretching wide, and our roots are deepening! Your generosity enables us to retain Amy Morrison to support the board by assisting with administrative tasks, expand our programs
and events and fund important work of women and organizations, both at home and abroad, that support right
livelihood and align with our 15 principles. Perhaps most important, the success of our fund drive allows us to
step into a new era of leadership in Red Lodge. With help from Red Lodge to cover transportation costs, women
from around the country have joined our Lodgekeeper Circle, the WWRL board of trustees.
What a gift it has been to watch our membership grow and deepen this past year, to witness the men and
women of Red Lodge step into their individual and collective power to carry the medicine of woman’s way into
our world. Thank you again to all who have joined Red Lodge or renewed your membership, and to those who
have made donations to help us ‘Open the Door Wider’ in 2013!

Silent Auction						
$ 920
Donations							
$3,661
Membership – Renewals/New Members
$1,700
Total Funds Raised					$6,281
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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3 Rivers
Hoop

Healing bundles, handheld prayers, active listening

by Sharma Whitchurch

3

Rivers Hoop sisters met over the autumn months to create and share healing ceremonies with each other.
In September, Denise led us through a Siberian Chalimar Ceremony. This ritual involved a solo wandering
through the woods on Karen’s land. There we sat and meditated in silence with three chalimars (prayer ties).
We prayed for personal manifestation of our higher purpose, global healing, and the release of obstacles. We
gathered around the fire taking turns while one half of the group drummed and the other half danced their
prayers. We released our black chalimar, representing obstacles, into the fire. We tied the other two chalimars
to an Obaa (bamboo tipi). Our connection to nature deepened greatly during this ceremony. Birds have encircled us in the woods twice now: once during our pipe ceremony, and again during our solo meditation.
In October, we met on Judi’s land and Karen facilitated a healing bundle ceremony. We spent the month of
October gathering items from a long list Karen provided us to create our personal bundles. Inner cloth for the
bundles was washed in sea salt and water blessed by the full moon. We laid out our large wet inner bundle
cloths on the ground to soak up the energy from mother earth. Many women created beautiful mandalas of
colored corn, herbs, rocks and feathers inside their medicine bundles. The bundles were blessed and sealed
with wax. After the sunset, we gathered around Judi’s wood stove to wrap our bundles with an outer cloth and
ribbon and meditate together.
Rhonda led us on an Awakened Relationship journey in November. Women discovered patterns and relationships we inherited as young children. This ceremony was especially touching as we all shared our deep feelings
with each other while holding the talking stick. We are learning the value of listening to the speaker who holds
the talking stick. So many of us in the circle are used to talking over each other, giving sympathy, or offering solutions. We have (re)discovered the power of offering support by sitting with quiet attention, listening deeply,
and holding space for each other.
On December 9, in between skyping into the Red Lodge Annual Meeting, I met with Hoop Sisters for the last
gathering of our second nine-month journey together. We created handheld spirit prayers using materials and
following instructions from a kit that Kelly Brehan sent. We have been blessed to walk a short way together.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Flagstaff
Hoop

Red Tent, honoring the ancestors, gratitude

by Erin McCusker

G

reetings from the Flagstaff Hoop! We are at the closing of our 2012 Hoop and holding space for all of the
emotion and closure and opening that brings! To share our recent happenings in Flagstaff: September was
our Red Tent and what a powerful experience that was. Sacred Yellow Drum, our community drum, was with
us and she always brings us amazing experiences!
October saw us gathering to celebrate
our ancestors and mentors. We each
brought a memento from the relationship we wanted to honor to place
on our altar. In addition, each of us
shared our stories. In closing, we each
chose a flower to float in a bowl of
water to represent our connection to
our ancestors and mentors.
In November, two sisters stepped
forward to lead our gathering. They
chose to honor gratitude and each
of us made a gratitude collage. We
shared laughter and stories as we
created our collages. It was a fun
and nourishing evening.

The Flagstaff Hoop sisters continue
to grow and learn and walk our
paths. We have found out so much about ourselves, our Hoop and how we move in our world. We continue
to learn that we are beautiful, sacred beings journeying as sisters. Blessed Be!

Erin McCusker & Gina Marie Harris
2012 Flagstaff Hoop co-facilitators
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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OlyWA
Hoop

Connections deepen with medicine wheel as guide

by Kelly Ziniewicz

O

ur Olympia Hoop recently experienced the Woman’s Way Medicine Wheel as Guide. Five of our ten Hoop
members are Long Dancers; these five called in the Directions after a sweet meditation journey written
by Kristina Turner. Each women spoke to the marker/altar item that they brought and placed and why that
Direction was calling to them. Our
Hoop continues to deepen our
relationships as we complete our
7th gathering. December will be
a Solstice gathering and we will
meet in January for our Giveaway.
Women of the Oly Hoop:
Kelly Ziniewicz and Haila
Silvertrees(co-facilitators), Barbara Krulich, Maureen Oar, Polly
Taylor, Beth Hesketh, Cynthia
Cameli, Nancy May, Rebecca
Cobb and Rose Whitson.

KIVA and more: our dollars help 3rd world women

F

unds Red Lodge donates to KIVA to support women entrepreneurs in 3rd world countries went this
year to a woman who farms with Kyenjojo Disabled Group in Uganda. Robinah is 42 years old, married, and has five children. She has been a farmer for 10 years and sells her produce from a food stall at
the town market. Robinah used her KIVA loan to purchase better manure for her farms, and she has been
getting better yields. As a result, Robinah’s business is on the threshold of breaking new ground. With increased produce, she is on the brink of obtaining a firm niche for her business in two neighboring districts
where food markets are flourishing. She has already repaid her loan 100%.
This is the fifth year Red Lodge has participated in changing lives for women in 3rd world countries
through KIVA’s microfinancing program. Earlier this year, our KIVA donation went to Dona Agustina of the
El Atardecer Group in Oaxaca, Mexico. An indigenous farmer, Dona Tina requested a small loan to buy
ingredients for memelitas which she sells in the town market. Previous KIVA loans funded by Red Lodge
went for two years to help Marigold Bonifacio expand her general store in the Philippines. Before that,
our funds assisted Koko Dogbasse to grow and sell fruits and vegetables in Togo and Hawa Salim to open
her own general store in Tanzania. All loans have been 100% repaid by the women.
Red Lodge service project donations also help women in Kenya (CEPACET) buy seed and expand irrigation projects and women in Nepal (Sahayatri) with education, health and legal services. In 2012, your
donations sent $1275 into the hearts and hands of women who face tremendous challenges in daily life.
American dollars in poor countries go a long way and are deeply appreciated by the recipients. All funds
donated for Red Lodge service projects go directly to help.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Sustainability in your personal body care choices....
by Ruth Raven Rogers

W

e are often more conscious of what we put into our bodies than
what we use to take care of our external physical selves. Ideally
we should apply products that “do no harm” to ourselves and to Gaia.
Making any changes to our routine is difficult, and studies show that it
takes at least 6 weeks to really make a new habit “yours.”
Here are some of the ideas I introduced at Long Dance this past year:
•

Shampoo: try using plain baking soda to shampoo
your hair. I’ve used this for two years without any
problem. I keep a plastic cup near the shower into which I put about 1 Tbsp baking powder. In the shower, I add water, stir to dissolve and apply to dampened hair. It doesn’t
lather up like products using sodium laureth which is not good for you.
• Crème Rinse: instead of using a commercial product, I apply rosemary-infused oil to towel
dried hair.
• Deodorant: recipe uses 1 to 1 for all ingredients listed: 1 part baking soda, 1 part coconut
oil, 1 part arrowroot powder. Maybe add a drop or two of your favorite essential oil scent.
If mixing the ingredients is too difficult, warm the coconut oil/butter slightly.
• Tooth Powder: if you’re ok with a salty taste, use plain baking soda.
• And last but not least, use Pissues! These are washable cloths for
drying ourselves after we pee. I always said when I retired I’d look
into marketing Pissues and slowly that seems to be unfolding. I’m
thinking of selling the single use pads with a small laundry bag
which conveniently will fit into a small waste basket to be placed
near the toilet. The pads are made of recycled material, usually
thrift store blankets or fabric, washed and cut into 5” squares.
Sooo, If this sounds interesting to you, I’m looking for input from those who use Pissues and can share advice
and assist with this marketing project “Save a Tree, Replace your T.P.” — “PISS U, making your pees green” — A
friend made up a card with green peas in the font: “Pissues, pee-pad for the planet. Whaddyathink?!?!?”

A happy Gaia, I feel, would approve of our small efforts at sustainability!

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Reflecting on the power that lives in our breasts,
all the grandmother
our
bosoms,
Reflecting on wisdom
the powergathered
that livesinto
in our
breasts,
our circle of women discovered that in our breasts we hold:

All the grandmother wisdom gathered into our bosom,

Comfort
our circle of women Endurance
discovered
that in our breasts we hold:

Deep caring
Wisdom, patience & knowing
what is important
Comfort
I am presence
Discernment, knowing
what love is in my body
Endurance
Trust in myself
Deep
caringfor what’s true
Passion for justice, the
search
Confrontation – coming face-to-face
Wisdom,
patience & knowing what is important
in relation to others
Self-nurturance
the sheer
I am and
presence
pleasure of connection
Discernment,
what
love is inbreast
my body
May women everywhereknowing
enjoy this
beautiful
power!

in myself
13 MoonsTrust
Journey women,
August 2012

-

© www.cronevoices.com

Passion for justice, the search for what’s true
Confrontation – coming face-to-face
in relation to others
Self-nurturance and the sheer
pleasure of connection
May women everywhere enjoy this beautiful breast power!
- 13 Moons Journey women, August 2012
 www.cronevoices.com
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Woman’s Way Red Lodge:
This is what endures…our co-created heart space
by Madrone and Vajra

“This is what endures: a place, a circle, a
gathering to which I belong, which would not
be this gathering without me, without each of
us…This is what endures.”
-Helen Douglas

T

his is the story of what each of us experienced as we co-created heart space for our Red Lodge altar at this year’s Reclaiming
Spiral Dance. For us, this process brought home the watery aspect
of fire once again. We have passion and fire and need water to
remember to go with the flow. Weaving these elements together,
we can create steam, and things move, shift, change and manifest.
But this is not without the growing pains felt from pushing ourselves into new experiences that strengthen our higher good.

Madrone’s tale: how we got to Spiral Dance
and the makings of an altar

I

n February 2010, I met a womyn on a train tour at the Western
States Communication Conference in Alaska which I attend
each year as a part of my job as a college professor. We got to
talking about nature, environmental communication, feminism,
performance studies and our shared interests. I told Suzanne
about Woman’s Way Red Lodge, and she said she was a member
of Reclaiming, the group founded by Starhawk, a woman I consider to be one of my teachers through reading her books.
Over the next few years, Suzanne and I worked together on projects when we met at the conference. She invited
me to participate in a performance panel titled We are Between The Worlds: A Co-Creation of Community Through
Ritual, Liminality, and Embodiment. We created a ritual in the conference hotel in Monterey. This was a pretty big
“outing” for me because it was the first time I was publicly doing ritual in my academic work environment.
Then, last winter, my former partner, also an academic, and I collaborated on an outdoor workshop titled
Nature and Culture: Engaging Dualisms and Dialogues in Place. I brought Sacred Yellow Drum, our Northern
Arizona Mother Drum, for our ritual by the Rio Grande - the drum’s first out-of-state adventure! Suzanne also
participated and was a great help letting her priestess self shine.
She mentioned the Samhain Spiral Dance Reclaiming Ceremony, and I thought how amazing it would be to attend. I told her my sister witch (Vajra/Christian) and I might like to participate.
--- MORE
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CONTINUED from previous page ---

In March 2012, my partner and I split after a ten year
walk together. When any large death happens, it seems
the first year is the hardest. It is a time of creating new
experiences and memories without this person. For me,
this included the annual Samhain ritual I did with him. I
have been holding this ceremony for five years for about
20 people. While it was mainly my gig, he participated
actively. So, I called Suzanne and talked with her about
the importance of me doing something different this
Samhain, creating new webs of meaning.
In July 2012, Vajra and I submitted a proposal for an altar at the Spiral Dance to introduce Red Lodge to the Reclaiming community. The WWRL Lodgekeepers agreed
that Red Lodge would sponsor our travel to the Dance.
Now it was our turn to make manifest our vision.
Originally, we thought the altar could create a space to
help people move through labels and judgments into a
co-created heart space of sacred loving energy, honoring
people for just being present with who they are at their
core. We focused on expanding the sacred feminine into
all lives and illustrating what this looks like for those not
of female form. The 15 principles of Red Lodge would be
sparks to start the journey to rebirth and renewal. Encouraging balance of the sacred feminine and masculine
in our lives and practices, these principles lead the way
to open a new space that honors entity/spirit beyond
gender roles, genitalia and what is socially acceptable. In
addition to seeing the principles as gifts, we saw Spiral
Dance participants offering their own gifts and blessings
to this heart space - perhaps gifts of comfort, song, warm
hands, healing energies, gentle words, drumbeats.
Then we learned from organizers there were already
plans for a sacred feminine altar as well as a transgender
altar. Our altar began to come together in a slightly different organic form, to make sure not to step on others’
visions. Vajra and I met again to explore possibilities.
As it began to seem overwhelming, I was reminded by
a Hoop sister and her husband (who attends our Drumming Into the Seasons) that they could help: a gentle reminder that we don’t have to do it all by ourselves. Red
Lodge is a community; we have that community here.
--- MORE
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We are not alone. Still, there were many questions! We had to make sure our altar was portable. What was the space like? So many details to
remember. I still felt blank and unfocused.
In this moment, Vajra began to sketch out the altar. He saw a vision of cutting the altar in half with
one dark side and one light like winter into spring.
Red Lodge would be in the middle representing
the cave of possibility. We started talking about
the phases of the moon on each side leading into
the cave seen as a full moon. I thought it would
be good to use 7-inch round mirrors to reflect the
phases. I loved the idea of mirrors because participants could see themselves reflected in the altar, our co-created community. So inspired, we decided to call
our altar Woman’s Way Red Lodge: This is What Endures…Our Co-Created Heart Space.
I got a banner made and came up with the idea of creating wwrl.org bookmarks with one principle on each. It
would be a form of divination to see which principle people would pick when they selected a bookmark. We
were getting generous printing and design help from a school colleague, but a week before the Dance we hit a
huge block. Our friend was out of town; we were working with another employee and what we thought we could
print became much more costly. I was at my wits’ end - broke down crying and just collapsed. Too much was going on; I could not think. Our altar concept depended on these gifts; what were we going to do now?
Vajra witnessed my breakdown, and as usual with my Sister Witch, his emotions were not long behind. We
ended up doing a couple of hours of processing. Much of this had little to do with the actual problem but more
about our walks with spirit, working together as sidebys, the daily grind preventing us from focusing on the
altar and so forth. This altar was now really working us!
We slept that night not knowing what would happen. I awoke to a call from our friend saying it was all a misunderstanding; there was no problem with our original agreement. It was one of those moments when you
think, “OK, we were supposed to go through that and we are stronger now having grown together in this way.”
Interestingly, the printer called saying there were only 14 principles. We checked the web page and saw only
14 listed. We went ahead with the printing anyway and later discovered that the missing principle was Play.
Ironically, this is something my sister witch and I don’t have any trouble with!
With the gifts now in progress it was time to collect all the items for our altar. At this point, we realized that
making a cave like structure would not really work given that we were flying to CA. So, we came up with the
idea of a bowl to hold the altar visitors’ gifts and another bowl to hold WWRL’s gifts. What became clear was
that much of what was on our Altar had been gifted to us by those who we do magickal workings with. We had
items from our spirit mothers, items from Woman’s Way Long Dancers (fairies and madrone seeds), stones
from Vajra’s dad, paper cut by a friend for the visitors to write their gifts on, items from those we are no longer
in friendship with (a coyote skull), a gift from my Handfasting, the ashes of my kitty who died one week after
my breakup, a soul collage card made by my best friend given to me this past Long Dance, items representing
Sacred Yellow Drum, and items from our own altars.
--- MORE
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Our altar was a community altar: a co-created heart space where
we can establish our roots in the dark season and burst out of
the ground in the spring. This new co-created space reminds us
that it is a fallow season, and we are waiting till we can put out
our new shoots and reach for the sky! We did this as we danced
the Spiral Dance with the beautiful creations of 13 altars standing witness, including our Red Lodge altar.

Vajra’s story: an exploration of
living woman’s way

C

reating an altar is not an easy task. Many of you may have
experienced this feeling, especially when creating an altar
that others will interact with. As we worked on our altar vision
for many weeks before the event, it felt like I was on a spiral that
didn’t so much feel like a dance, more like a roller coaster that
had many loops. This feeling started to subside as the date approached, and the vision of the altar grew more real. In my head
I saw the altar so clearly, yet for Madrone it was still hazy. How
could we work together if we didn’t see the same vision? Madrone was very patient in listening to me explain my vision; slowly
we came to the vision together. Finding time to complete the
altar was a problem, given my schoolwork as a first semester grad
student. There was much meta-communication between Madrone
and I and the altar started to move forward. The process we work
with is complicated but somehow works out so that I receive as
many lessons as I can in harsh and sweet ways.
The concept of our altar fits very well for me currently. Allowing
parts of my being that no longer serve my life to die is hard but
necessary. The light part of the altar reflects the parts of life that
are so endearing and that are enticing, the parts of life that are easy. I like the bright side and the turning of
the year; sometimes the cave is hard to sit in.
Gathering supplies for the altar from our personal collection was good. I enjoyed going through my collection
of witchy goodies and reliving where each item came from. The process of arriving in San Francisco was intense, just trying to pack up all the altar materials was an ordeal; once we were on the plane what we had was
what we had. The day of the ceremony came, and there we were, my SW and I. Now what do we do?!?!?
Overwhelming. This was the first flooding feeling. Looking at the space was daunting, but I was ready for it. I
wandered around and looked at others’ work. There were some altars started, but not a lot to go on. Once our
space was set up with a backdrop, the altar began to come alive. Creating it was enjoyable. As Madrone says,
many items came from our communities, and these brought much-needed support. In the midst of building
our altar, a strange feeling came over me regarding a past lover, and I broke down. Madrone was there. She
held me. I cried and did not care who saw. Being held was the support I needed, and that was what mattered.
That is woman’s way. From that moment, I wrote the poem on the next page.
--- MORE
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The breakdown opened the floodgate, and the
altar flowed. Piece after piece fell into place. As
it came together, it felt right. The planning, guilt
over not planning more, worry and joy all were
part of the process. Trust the Process. One of
my teachers told me that, and I think this altar
helped me live it. The beauty of the altar grew
and grew. People came over to tell us they liked
it; they asked questions about who we were
and what our altar was about. The finished altar
was more beautiful than I could have thought it
would be. The light came through the darkness
and the Spiral had begun! Blessed be!

Our co-created story:
coming to ground

T

Vajra’s Poem
Womyn, Men and the In-betweens
Scarred and marred by Patriarchy’s rule
This is Not Womyn’s Way
Raping, Pillaging & Extracting Nature
This is Not Womyn’s Way
Misuse & Abuse of 4-leggeds, Flying Ones, and Tiny Ones
This is Not Womyn’s Way
Forced to the Margins
Womyn, Men and the In-betweens Dream new Realities…
Our Co-Created Heart Space!
This is what Endures
This is Womyn’s Way
Struggling to find my way as the alternative masculinity
This is Womyn’s Way
Eradicating the Oppression
This is Womyn’s Way
Never Judging, Always Supportive
This is Womyn’s Way
Transforming
Holding Through the tears
Connecting our Roots
Spreading the fire
This is Womyn’s Way!
This is Womyn’s Way!
We are Womyn’s Way!

he lights went out, and it was time for the
calling of the names of the Beloved Dead.
These are the people who have crossed over
in the past year. As names were read, people
walked around to look at the 13 altars. Most
included interactive activities. We were sooooo
happy we had the same! We also were very
thankful we had purchased holiday lights to
adorn our altar so the items could be seen. As for
priestessing of our altar, we sat back and only engaged when we sensed people had questions or wanted to talk. The intriguing part was observing people take
in the altar and then leave their gift to our co-created heart space. By the end, 90 gifts were left. There were
about 500 people at the Spiral Dance. Many stopped by, took a principle bookmark, and left their gift silently.
Vajra noticed that almost everyone touched hand to heart with their gift grasped firmly when they read the
banner and instructions. This happened repeatedly.
Gifts left in the community bowl included:
• The gift of love of and for community.
• Teaching to celebrate, restore, and protect wild earth and all life visible and invisible
• Love in all its forms (signed from the Goddess)
• Let all find peace in their own way and their own time
• Love for ourselves.
• Peace-Full
• Be proud of ourselves and not hide our faces
• Release from fear. To be seen. To be heard
• A safe space with no judgment, no exclusions, and unconditional love
• Heart, you are safe to forgive, to be, to express, to love—give and receive

--- MORE
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In addition to the gift exchange for our co-created heart space, the altar provided many opportunities for connection
and growth. People were really attracted to the mirrors representing the cycles of the moon. People picked them up,
looked at their reflection and were excited to make them for their own personal altars. One of the volunteers who
worked the hearth all day feeding us came to our altar early on. As Madrone spoke with her, she became emotional
and said that the altar had given her a direct line to spirit and for some reason brought her close to tears thinking
about her mother who would soon take off her earth robes. This really touched us and reinforced how we are all
connected. Finally, we also made a connection with a woman who asked about Red Lodge in San Francisco and we
shared information with her about creating a Hoop. Everyone was really approachable and kind to us. We had the
privilege of meeting Starhawk, and we gifted her with the 14 WWRL principle bookmarks.
With the completion of the altar viewings and the calling of the Beloved Dead, the Spiral Dance ritual began. It
was an amazing journey with epic depictions invoking the directions. Some were familiar; others were new —
for example, calling in the trans-gods and queer goddesses.
We were extremely honored to have been supported by WWRL to travel to this Dance to represent our lodge.
We learned so much about ourselves, other Pagan Earth-Centered groups, and about how we are all more
similar than we are different. We danced the spiral round singing…“Let it begin with each step we make, and
let it begin with each change we make, and let it begin with each chain we break, and let it begin every time
we awake!” We are grateful to Red Lodge for allowing us to take this first step, to create change, and to break
the chain every time we awaken on our spiritual journeys.
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Drum Coming Out Ceremony — September 29, 2012
by Lori Boess

In September, Lori Boess was honored to drum with the Sweet Pine Singers at
the Rainbow of Ribbons Pow Wow in a Drum Coming Out Ceremony with her
medicine drum Buffalo Thunder. This is her story.

TWhere did the drum come from?
his may end up being a long story.

In September 2010 I attended the Yosemite Flute Festival in California
as a vendor. My good friends Quiet Bear and Linda shared a booth with me. They make flutes mostly, but at
this event he brought four big pow wow drums for sale. Their side of the booth was full of flutes so I offered to
put one of the drums on my side. I said to them, “I can sell that drum for you.”
Later they told me that every time somebody came to look at that drum I pushed the drum a little farther
under the table, and every time the sun was shining on it I covered it up. Of course, they were all laughing because they already knew that was my drum.
The sales that day were awful, and I didn’t break even. By Saturday afternoon, Quiet Bear had sold three of
those big drums. I knew I better speak up before the last one was gone. Luckily, I had made four sets of pow
wow sticks for them, so there was a credit to my favor. I also received the $100 Friends of Quiet Bear discount.
I gave them $100 deposit and left the festival with my drum. I borrowed gas money from a friend to get home.

How did the drum receive its name? I was called to bring the drum to a Peace Drumming in Olympia

to support the Turtle Women Rising drumming in Washington, DC. We set the drum up at Bes Chut Wud (the
place of the black bears). This is where five tribes gathered long ago to bring in the salmon. I had been working
with Pat Rasmussen to re-energize the old ceremonial grounds there. I was under the impression that there
were to be many drums gathering for this event. As it turned out, my drum was the only big drum to show up.
This was October 2010. We were set
to drum from sunrise to sunset, and
someone would be on site through
the night holding the energy. On
Saturday night about 9 PM, we
were singing a song by Ulali; it is an
Honoring Song for the Indigenous
Grandmothers. There were several
of my tipi circle sisters on the drum.
The wind was blowing, and the rain
was coming down sideways. The
awning was shaking even though
it was thoroughly secured. All of a
sudden in the middle of that Honor--- MORE
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ing Song, our friend Dick, who owns Traditions Fair Trade, poked
his head into the tent. He said “ Is there any way you can tone it
down? Your drumming and singing is shaking the windows of my
restaurant, and the piano player is being thrown off by the sound.”
Well, the Spirit of that Song was very strong, so I folded the blanket four times and put it on top of the drum. We kept singing. We
were in a bit of a trance at this point. We all heard the crack of
thunder and the pounding of buffalo hooves. In that moment, in a
storm, we received the drum’s name, “Buffalo Thunder.”

How did I meet the Elders that came to help me with this
drum? I was attending the Pow Wow at the Washington Correc-

tions Center in Shelton, WA. I had been to this Pow Wow several
times, sitting on Flying Elk Spirit drum, owned by Jan Cyr of Hummingbird Stands Lodge. We stopped to get something to drink
before we went to the check-in. On the sidewalk was an older
gentleman wearing a Native Pride hat. I was convinced that I knew
him. I was emphatic that I had met him before. I went right up to
him. I said “I am positive I know you. My name is Lori Boess.” He
said ,“My name is Sam.” I pressed him: “Are you Sam-------?-, are
you Sam -----?” “No, I am Sam Yellow Bird.” I did not know him.
I told him that I needed some help with my big drum. He gave
me his number, and we agreed to meet. My good friend and I
went to him with tobacco as a gift. We began meeting with him
once a week around the drum. He called on his friend Mike Lee
(Blackfeet), and they called on Kathy Cantrell (Assiniboine) to be
our lead singer. Kathy sat on her family drum with her husband
for over 18 years. Also, another Lakota man named Ron (Sundance Singer) offered to help us as well.
The learning curve to start with was very difficult. I didn’t know very much about how Pow Wow songs are
constructed. Every Monday night the Elders were giving up six or seven new songs. The songs are crafted as
a prayer. We would open the drum with a song and a prayer. Each song has a specific function as an Honoring
Song, a Coup Song, an Intertribal (friendship dances), or songs for competition. There are a number of categories for competition — Men’s Traditional, Fast and Fancy, Grass Dance, Chicken Dance, Women’s Traditional,
Fancy Shawl, Jingle Dress. The Elders told us we could have up to 200 songs at some point. The songs really
get inside your Spirit; they have the power to change everything. They shared with us that songs can cure and
songs can kill. The responsibility for carrying these songs is immense, and I felt a huge amount of gratitude for
the opportunity to carry this Medicine.
Sam prayed about naming the group as a way to bond us together and set the intention of our walk. He named
us the Sweet Pine Singers. Sweet Pine is a beautiful sweet powder that comes from the pine trees of Montana.
He gifted the drum this medicine by naming our group.
--- MORE
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We started in October of 2011 learning the songs for the Pow Wow drum with our four Elders. We made a
commitment to practice once a week, and as we got closer to the Ceremony, we were practicing twice a week.
After about a year, the Elders felt that we would be ready with enough songs to do our Coming Out Ceremony.
We chose a small Pow Wow that honors the healing of our women. The Rainbow of Ribbons Pow Wow was
one that I had some experience with. I knew the Pow Wow Committee there and had become friends with C.
Warrior Woman Smith. We honored our Elders with Pendleton blankets and did a large Give Away to thank
the community for supporting us.
When a Pow Wow drum comes out, what we are saying is, “We are here, we know what we are doing, and
we are here to stay.” The community participates by witnessing our four songs, and Robert Brien (Crow Elder)
confirmed our drum with four beats in the center.
The intention of the ceremony is to introduce our drum to the other Pow Wow drums. The confirming process
welcomes our drum to the community of the Pow Wow. This is the way our Elders taught us to bring our drum
out. We wore skirts and shawls to honor our drum and the medicine of the songs, as well as to show respect for
ourselves. Some of us made our shawls, and there is meaning in the colors and the placement of the ribbons.
When I received this drum, the path of it was unknown; it was my job to listen to Creator. The drum also supported the work of Blue Thunder and the Pacific Northwest Medicine Wheel. I was asked to come up with a
song to honor the horses in a beautiful ceremony in September 2010. This horse song changed my life and set
the intention for the drum.
We were honored to be asked by the Nisqually
people to a Naming Ceremony. We are learning
Crossing Songs for funerals. We also have been
going into the prison system to honor our Native
Americans inside who get to celebrate once a year
with a Pow Wow. This continues the work of our
Elders Mike Lee and Sam Yellow Bird.
As the keeper of this drum, I am realizing 20 years
of walking the Red Road and prayers answered.
My heart is full of gratitude for the trust the Elders
have placed upon me. I would like to thank the
members of the Sweet Pine Singers. They are
Kathy, Kass, Michele, Tana, Vicki, Denise, Sandy
and Carol. The drum group is closed for now as we
Among the witnesses to the Drum Coming Out Ceremony were
move forward together.
many of Lori’s Red Lodge sisters, greatly honored to be present
for such an occasion.

Give yourself the gift of Red Lodge
JOIN
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Talking Stick
In the circle way, we each sit on the rim of the bowl, Spirit holding the center. There
is nothing said in the circle that doesn’t pass through Spirit as it weaves its way in
and out of the hearts of all of us around the rim. Each speaks a story, in turn. When
all stories are spoken into the bowl, there is a tangible, bigger story that enlarges our
own. It has substance, like a weaving, a tapestry. We can walk away with it when we
are done, but we can’t walk away with it in our hands, only in our hearts.
Thus did Sage Abella invite us to sit in the bowl of our Red Lodge circle, pass the Talking Stick
and share our stories. In Round 2, Marianne Grasselli, who meets with a circle of 20-25 women
in Switzerland, eagerly accepted. Now Aubrey Armes, completing two years of service as a
Lodgekeeper, and recently inspired to make an intuitive purchase at our Opening The Door
Wider Ceremony and Celebration, takes up the Talking Stick for Round 3.
by Aubrey Armes

A

s I sit here, thinking of picking up the Talking Stick, I wonder. What story will I share? What story has been
swirling around in my head, just waiting for the opportunity—a doorway, if you will, to step out into the
world. I often think of stories, but rarely take the time to write them down. The invitation from Mary to pick
up the Talking Stick was just that—the doorway has been opened, and I am stepping through.
Sitting and listening to the stories swirling, I am reminded of the piece I wrote for the Hearth Letter back in the
spring of last year. I mentioned my thoughts of living on a beach in northern Peru and practicing energy healing. Since last spring I have taken Reiki I and II. By the time you read this, I will have visited that place on the
beach in Mancora, Peru. That thread is now being picked up and woven into my own story. I am on my way to
the next chapter of my life.
During the Opening The Door Wider Red Lodge event, there was a silent auction. There were many beautiful,
thoughtful items donated to raise funds for Red Lodge. One particular offering caught my attention immediately. It was a Joyful Journey Spirit Doll Workshop for four people offered by Kelly Noel Morrison, ARTbundance
Life Coach & Retreat Coach. I was intrigued. What was this exactly? I asked around to see if anyone knew who
Kelly Morrison was. For some reason, knowing who had given the offering seemed important, it seemed safer.
No one I asked really knew, only that Kelly had contacted WWRL to donate to the Fundraiser. Hmm…OK. Well,
I walked away—not quite sure that I was willing to blindly trust my intuition.
I kept coming back, hovering, waiting. Not sure what I was waiting for. No one bid on the workshop. It seemed
to me that no one else bid on the workshop because it was there for me. I kept coming back to it ---hearing the
calling and unsure. I closed my eyes to be able to ‘hear’ better. After a few moments of listening, and with a
deep breath, I plunged forward. Even though the auction was over, I asked if I could still bid on the item. Having spent more than I intended and happy to support my beloved Red Lodge, I felt good about listening and
taking action. I was excited to go home to share my new surprise with my husband Joe.
--- MORE
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You may not know this about me. I was raised to be wary, almost
distrustful of others. I was always aware of the potential of being
duped, taken advantage of or even hurt. Now, I am learning that
while awareness is important, trusting is perhaps even more so.
Living with everyone and everything at an arm’s distance and too
distrustful to engage was how I spent most of my first 30 years.
After being in the Red Lodge and Long Dance community for the
last three years, I am proud to say that I trust much more. Trust in
myself, trust in my intuition, in my inner knowingness, trust in my
sisters, trust in my community. This has been big and life changing work for me. Listening and taking action to take the Spirit Doll
workshop home with me was something that I am so proud of.
My birthday is just two days after my husband, Joe’s. This year, we planned “Birthday Weekend” to include
our Spirit Doll Workshop. After working out the details with Kelly Morrison, she offered to have the Spirit Doll
Workshop for just us two with a follow-up session, since the workshop was for four. Joe and I had just gone
through a bit of a rough patch, as many couples do. Spending intentional time together focused on each other
was just what we needed to reconnect and re-center ourselves. Joyful at that prospect, we were off! Joe and
I have been searching for spiritual ways to be involved together. In our experience, it isn’t exactly easy finding
activities or groups for co-eds.
We arrived at Kelly’s house for our journey. She offered us rosemary water that was divine. We chatted for a
bit to get to know each other. Instantly, I could tell Kelly was a kindred spirit. I felt comfortable and open with
Kelly; I knew I could trust her. Then, we were off for a walk through the woods. We stopped often to admire
the simple beauty of the old growth forest. We were walking to take in the beauty, to be inspired, not simply to
get to our destination. Working in the business world, much of my time is spent hurrying around getting from
point A to point B. This was a nice change of pace.
Once we finally did arrive at our destination, we took time to just sit and be. We were at a creek—ah, the
water. I closed my eyes and listened to the world around me. The creek had two salmon spawning. I sat and
watched how they worked together. It was so very sweet to watch them. During our time on the walk, I was
very aware of how everything worked together. There was no ego in the forest. No apologies, no doubting, no
hierarchy. It was what it was, and it all worked together—another important life lesson learned by getting back
into nature and taking time to just be there.
Back at the house, we spent the rest of the afternoon together, connecting while working individually on our
dolls. We each created an intention doll about our partnership. It was so fun for us both to drop into our creative
selves with the help of our inner kids. Kelly had an amazing assortment of buttons, ribbons, yarn, feathers, jewelry and many other adornments for our dolls. We played, we laughed, we were goofy and we were serious about
the intentions that we were creating for ourselves. We left feeling alive, connected and in gratitude for our willingness to continue our own individual deep work and our deep work as partners. We were grateful to Kelly for
facilitating a beautiful day. When I heard the Playshop calling at the OTDW event, I had no idea what was in-store.
By trusting and listening, I received a birthday healing time that might not have otherwise manifested.
This is a piece of my story that I share with you, my community. Who here is hearing the call to take the Talking
Stick for the 4th Round? Shhh…listen. Can you hear the call?
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Tis’ the season of grief and gratitude
by Marsha Cook

T

he hustle and bustle is all around as the Christmas season approaches.
The usual ads and enticements to get us to buy, buy, buy are everywhere. The pressure is on to get that perfect gift or find a gift for someone you really don’t want to give to, but do because it is “expected.”
Many succumb to the pressures of gifting for the season, but what is it we
are really giving anyway and for what reason?
Do we give to our loved ones because we love them or in exchange for
their love? Do we give because we hope to get in return, and do we feel
slighted when we do not receive? Is it an evaluation of Love? Hmmm…..I
wonder how many of us have used this as a scale. And how do we teach
our children about true compassionate love when the bombardment of
commerce implies otherwise?

I recently was in an auto accident and suffered a concussion. Overnight my consciousness shifted and my thinking altered. Earlier in the summer, I had set intentions for movement, change, action, passion. Thus the universe
responded, though not in a way I would have imagined. Being a somewhat opinionated person stuck in a rut, I
probably needed a stronger wake up call than most, so I was given the proverbial kick in the butt you might say, a
jump start from Spirit, and it worked. Yes, the saying “be careful what you wish for” comes to mind.
My thinking about giving for the holidays has shifted because of the accident. I am grateful for still being here, I
am grateful for deeper insights that continue to come and I also am grieving for that which I am letting go. The
old way that served me is leaving me and a new way is taking form. It is hard because I see the old way wanting to fight sometimes to reclaim its hold, but I know, and it knows, it doesn’t really stand a chance. It is time
for the allowing of change, time to embrace the new; stumbling
occasionally as I go, but ever excited and grateful for being loved
enough to be given the chance.
One of the biggest changes on a personal level this holiday is
what my husband and I decided to do about Christmas gifting to
our immediate family. With so many suffering all over the world
and now the disasters in our country due to hurricanes of late,
we are embracing the New and giving charitable donations to organizations that are helping in the disaster relief in those neighborhoods hardest hit. This year instead of buy buy buying for our
children and grandchildren, we are making these donations in
their honor as our Christmas gifts to them.
This feels right and our hope is that the lessons of giving unconditionally to those in need may be the biggest gift of all to our
loved ones.
I wish all of you a very Merry Christmas and Happy Solstice!
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Book
Review:

Music Medicine by Christine Stevens

by Kristina Turner

W

hen I first met Christine Stevens many years ago in the heart of
sacred circle at Long Dance, I had no idea she was a music therapist and drum circle leader, internationally renowned for bringing music
medicine into strife-ridden situations. I only knew that she radiated musical exuberance! I loved to harmonize with songs she initiated around
the midnight fire. And when her eyes flashed as her hands danced on
the drum, my own heart’s fire came alive.
For Christine is a living model of what she teaches in her newly released
book Music Medicine: The Science and Spirit of Healing Yourself with
Sound. She has made the “paradigm shift from loving music to living
music.” In this book, Christine makes it easy and entertaining to understand how the core elements of music—rhythm, melody, harmony and
silence—are alive within you, even if you have never played a musical instrument.
“You are musical,” she affirms. “The ability to be musical comes from within. . . Music is everyone’s birthright.” And
if you have any doubts about that (which most people do), Christine has gathered a wealth of scientific research, inspiring stories and guided practices to encourage you to explore music-making for your health and inner well-being.
Before opening this book, I was skeptical how a book about music could hold my attention. I mean isn’t the
whole point of music to be listening to or playing it? But by the middle of the first chapter, I was intrigued by
the way Christine hears musical elements in each direction of the Medicine Wheel: rhythm in the East, melody
in the South, harmony in the west, silence in the North, and inner music in the Center. Ah! So this is a book
about the spirit of music!
The music lover in me was soon delighted to discover that each chapter includes a generous playlist of music
to listen to online. Then, I learned how fascinated I am by the scientific studies Christine shares, for these help
me understand my own life’s journey with music.
“When we are most full of joy, the heart wants to sing,” says Christine. That’s certainly been true for me since I
was a very young child. Turns out research is now discovering that babies as young as six months spontaneously improvise tunes to express themselves. Somewhere around grade school, I lost the confidence that I could
make up my own songs. Hmm. . .curious how that happened right when I started musical training. Suddenly,
there were right notes and wrong notes.
“We develop musical skill by studying music written by a composer, but we develop our musical spirit through
self-expression,” says Christine. “You are the only one who can play the music that is uniquely your own.”
One day thirty years ago, I told my husband Rich, who was an expert in helping people make creative breakthroughs, that I was feeling as restless as a dog that wants to be scratched all over. “That’s it!” he exclaimed.
Rich knew my yearning to be able to improvise at the piano, and he was baffled that after years of musical
--- MORE
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training I could only play with sheet music in front of me. “Go to the piano and scratch it like that dog!” he said.
Hesitant, but trusting him, I did. I was amazed that after ten minutes of making pure chaotic sound, I stopped
thinking of any note as a “wrong note” and spontaneously heard melodies, chords and harmonies emerge
from my fingertips. My brain had made the leap into improv.
In Music Medicine, I learned why. Brain research shows that even the simplest musical improvisation session
can engage a small part of our pre-frontal cortex that expresses “our deepest individual personality” at the
same time that it switches off or de-activates larger “self-judging, self-monitoring” parts of the frontal cortex.
“Improvisation,” says Christine, “provides a positive sense of identity, which enables a dramatic shift from disempowerment to empowerment.” With soul-stirring examples throughout the book, Christine shows how making
music that arises from within can transform individuals, family and community. The most moving stories come
from her journey to lead drum circles in Iraq. In Sulaimaniya at the Children’s Rehabilitation Center sponsored by
the Kurdistan Save the Children, a young legless boy in a wheelchair picked up a drum before the circle even began and spontaneously led the whole room in a rhythm jam. His parents looked stunned – having no idea he had
this talent and power within him. Christine brought drums to gift him and all the children on her return journey.
Healing through music is clearly Christine’s soul-work, and in Music Medicine she reveals how accessible this
healing is to each of us. Research on a growing phenomenon called “Inspiration Deficit Disorder” shows that
in our modern world we suffer from three things: “loss of time for artistic pursuits, loss of community living,
and focus on the external versus
the internal.” I am grateful that
Christine is here to refuel us with
inspiration to “invest in things that
make your heart sing!”
_________________
Music Medicine by Christine
Stevens, published by Sounds
True, is available at major booksellers. To listen to music selections from the book, click here.
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The warp and weft of perspective
by Suzanne Lichau

A

s of late, the concept of weaving seems to be working within me as a metaphor for an approach to this human life. More tangibly - what we create
and see in the world around us. I believe we are all weavers of wisdom. The
world around us brings wisdom of all kinds. We then weave and incorporate
that which resonates for us personally in to the fabric of our life and sometimes
the lives of others as we share what we have learned and who we are. I believe
this has taken place for as long as two legged beings have existed. And I would
add I believe all other living/sentient beings do this as well. I believe this is how
we grow and adapt. Some might call this medicine. I will name it wisdom.
I recently watched 180 degrees South, a movie about Patagonia. At the end
of the movie Yvon Chouinard, who, with a partner, started an organization to
preserve and reforest lands in Patagonia, was speaking about change. He said
something that went straight to my heart and has become a favorite thread to weave in to my life (paraphrasing): change does not mean we have to ‘go back’. What it means is that we can turn a bit one way or another
to a new perspective and then walk forward in to something different. My heart said yes!!
One of my turning 60 birthday questions this year was “What does life look like in the middle - where no one is right
and no one is wrong?” Perhaps it looks like a little turn. I sat with curiosity about why this thought was so striking
to me- a thread I wanted to weave in to my consciousness. I was re-minded of how an energy called Segunda in the
Long Dance and Red Lodge communities came to light for me - another thread I wove in to my personal fabric.
Segunda was shared years ago by a spirit sister who at the time was living in Alaska. She and her sweat lodge
sisters there began with posing a question. “How can we get hot rocks with less wood?” They sat deeply with
the question and prayed for dream guidance about how to honor the tree nation globally. The complex tapestry of Segunda including a spiral fire came to them (I am simplifying it here because much of Segunda is each
woman’s personal, ineffable experience). They envisioned a pyramid over the earth. The focused fire aspect of
the Segunda energy carries our prayers to the capstone. The prayers bathe the planet in transformative light to
help return Earth to a balanced garden state. Part of the prayer/vision asks for inspiration in order for the “two
leggeds” to grow crops--e.g. hibiscus, hemp--rather than having to clear cut and obliterate the global tree nation. Connecting with Segunda asks for inspiration around creating a vision of our new world. Later, it became
known to us that the symbol used for this energy also existed in an ancient peoples’ Green Corn Ceremony.
I now understand why this recent quote struck me so deeply and why when I began to write this piece, Segunda
came up. Segunda is a win/win vision - a turn from right and wrong/ good and bad. Segunda is a woman’s way
approach to change and transformation, and an ancient thread. This wisdom is such a gift and such a great illustration about how threads woven into the web of life from any time can reappear when we open ourselves
to ‘looking’ in new ways. Segunda is also an illustration of how what we weave into our personal fabric may not
always be visible or at the forefront, but a new spark will turn the fabric so that we see a thread in a new light.
These thoughts and meanderings connect me to current global and political concerns. I was disappointed that the
GMO bill did not pass in California. It is now going to be voted on in Washington State next. Rather than getting
on the train of how horrible Monsanto and Factory Farming/agriculture is, I want to find a vision that is win/win.
--- MORE
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How can I weave something into
a conflict that puts us all in the
middle? Is this possible? What
kind of ‘turns’ can we all take that
will allow us to move forward in
to something different? I hear this
as a call for woman’s way wisdom.
Below is a link to an organization
which is ‘fighting this battle.’ What
if we in our woman’s’ way wrote
to the head of Organic Consumers Association and invited a turn?
What if we invited softer, heartcentered language? Can we let
them know that there are those
in woman’s way who are here
holding the inspiration to turn a
bit - to step forward into something different than the language
of adversarial aggression?

	
  

I saw a piece on the news last week about the conflict between Palestine and Israel. There were men and boys
taunting the soldiers on the other side of the fence - pushing them until they shot. I didn’t see any women
there. I imagine a line of women with drums standing in front of those silly men and boys and drumming out
peace. Where were the women? I don’t have answers yet. I am curious to see what comes of this questioning. Seems like an appropriate time of year to take questions inward and hold them in the sweet darkness of
winter. Who knows what threads will be spun that can be woven into the web of life. I am ever grateful for all
of you who are there with me-- questioning, turning, singing, drumming, dancing and weaving. May our fabric
be strong and enduring and reflect the light.
For information about WA State GMO bill, visit Organic Consumers Association. Please consider writing
to Ronnie Cummings to invite a different vision for creating change. Above is a list of companies from the
latest OCA newsletter. These “organic companies” are owned by larger companies that still support GMO
use and factory farming and agriculture. It can be a positive thing to let companies know you won’t buy
products that are held by corporations that are not supporting a healthy, balanced planet.

Movie: 180 degrees South: This movie is about a journey involving surfing and mountain climbing
that becomes much deeper than arriving at a destination and achieving a goal.

Book Pick: The 32 Keys, Awakening to Soul by Gayle Swift: This is not a read from cover-to-cover

book - this is a tool for accessing deeper wisdom and vision. What I love about this book is that in
each key, Gayle gives the corresponding astrology, tarot, flower essence, essential oil and body meridian pressure points - gathering the threads in one place for your personal weaving. It is available
on Amazon .com or you can order directly from Gayle. She also has corresponding Soul Cards and
booklet that are only available from her.
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CEREMONY CELEBRATION COMMUNITY
We shared gratitudes, dreamed new seeds, delighted
in buds already sprouting, feasted gloriously and then
put on our dancin’ shoes and gathered around the
drums for some wild feminine celebrating!

Red Lodge Annual Meeting

Sunday, December 9, 10:30 AM - 4:30 PM
at the historic Abigail Stuart House in OlyWA
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From the Hearth of Red Lodge

12.12.12
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

The year tilts toward its ending.
Darkness grows, tender & comforting,
at the edges of wan light,
a relief after so much ripe fruit —
and my apron held frantically wide —
vain and valiant effort to catch what bursts
so voluptuous from the tree o’erladen.
All these blessings!
Time now
to fold in the edges of my apron.
Let the surfeit go —
sweet and ripe and succulent —
back to ground.
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I have given it all away.
Time now
to rest in the dark.
Solstice approaches.
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